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Purpose
We examined the effects of yoga on buffering changes
in QOL and cortisol slope in women with breast cancer
undergoing (XRT).

spirituality and depression. Cortisol slope was steepest
for the YG group compared to the STR and WLC
groups (end of XRT: -0.10, -0.08, -0.08; 1 month: -0.10,
-0.09, -0.06; p’s<.01).

Methods
Patients with stage 0-III disease were recruited prior to
XRT (baseline) and randomized to one of three groups:
Yoga (YG-n=53) or Stretching program (STR-n=56) 3
times a week for 6 weeks during XRT or Waitlist Control (WLC-n=54). Self-report measures of fatigue (BFI),
depression (CESD), QOL (SF-36), benefit finding (BF),
and spirituality (FACT-SP) were completed and saliva
collected at baseline, end of treatment, and 1, 3, and 6
months later. We examined change from baseline for
questionnaires and slope analyses for cortisol.

Conclusion
Yoga buffered changes associated with XRT in terms of
fatigue, QOL and benefit finding, and resulted in steeper
cortisol slopes, while stretching resulted in only modest
benefits. This is the first yoga study in oncology to
include an active control group, suggesting that the benefits of yoga are due to more than simple stretching or
other indirect effects.

Results
By the end of XRT, the YG and STR groups had a
reduction in fatigue while the WLC had an increase
(YG: -0.23, STR: -0.45, WLC: 0.52; p’s<.05). At 1, 3, and
6 months after XRT, the YG group had greater increases
in SF-36 physical functioning compared to both STR
and WLC (1 month: 5.8, 2.0, 0.8; 3 months: 6.5, 3.4,
-0.2; 6 months: 6.1, 3.4, 1.1; p’s<.05). The outcomes
were similar for SF-36 general health scores. By 3 and 6
months after XRT, there were significant increases in BF
for the YG group (3 months: 3.0, -2.6, -2.5; 6 months:
1.1; -3.9; -4.7; p’s<.05). There were no differences for
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